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I grew up severely nearsighted, unable to focus further than a few inches from my face. Glasses 

can’t fix dislocated ocular lenses, so at a young age I fell in love with cameras. I used them like 

binoculars to help me see what my own eyes could not. I loved that a photograph could show me 

things that I had experienced in person but had never been able to see clearly. Today, my camera 

still operates as an extension of my visual field, one that can be adjusted and manipulated, 

focusing for me when my own eyes have failed.  

 

I love the form of the human body, the softness of the skin and the fragility of the bones. Inspired 

by the works of Francesca Woodman and Robert Mapplethorpe, I began to photograph my own 

body. It took years for me to begin to break through the ableism that I had internalized, to begin 

feeling at home in my body. Letting myself see my body, in photographs, in the same plane as 

the rest of my world, enabled me to see it for what it is, disabled but thriving.  

 

Cumulatively my work is an expansive self-portrait. Sometimes literally–photographs of my 

body, documentations of my life. Others build on environmental cues that place the viewer in my 

position through fragmented imagery and visual confrontation. Together these photographs tell 

my story from my own perspective. My work is an investigation of capacity, normalcy, 

disability, agency, visual acuity, and interpretation. 

 



I was nine years old when I was diagnosed with Marfan Syndrome, a rare genetic disorder that 

targets the connective tissues in the human body. Through the long weeks of testing and hospital 

visits I don’t remember feeling fear. I only remember feeling embarrassed, feeling that there was 

something wrong with my body, and that somehow I was at fault. It was 2004, the year of the 

Livestrong bracelets. At some point my pediatric cardiologist gave me a red rubber bracelet. 

Have Heart, it proclaimed in bold letters, Marfan Syndrome Awareness. I smiled weakly and 

when he turned his back I stuffed it deep in my pocket. “I don’t have Marfan’s,” I told my 

mother. “I think I would know.” 

 

For years I rejected my diagnosis, believing through my internalized ableism that I was somehow 

lesser because my body was deficient. Coming to terms with my body has been a slow and 

difficult process, and over the past several years I have dealt with depression and anxiety in 

addition to my physical problems.  

 

When I had surgery on both eyes at eighteen, I gained distance vision in my left eye, creating a 

new dichotomy of space. The vision in my right eye changed too, and I now struggle to read. I 

was horrified when I realized that I could no longer immerse myself in books, as I had my whole 

life. I can still read with my right eye, but the implanted lens has been growing cloudy with 

fibrosis. I can’t see the world as I once could, but I have my camera and it helps me to navigate 

the changes in my visual field.  

 

I’m extremely interested in how people see. I use the mechanisms in my camera to mirror the 

lenses in my own eyes. I use lenses with skewed perspectives and wide apertures to create 



images that give viewers a moment of pause, a moment to question if their eyes are focusing 

correctly. In my macro photographs, I use focal distortion to transform a sea of glitter into a 

night sky or city lightscape. I’m interested in the transformative nature of light and lens. Some 

pictures are planned, and some exist solely because I saw something and I loved the way that the 

light fell across it in the moment. I’m fascinated by the way that different people perceive 

imagery and light differently, and I often work with reflections or blurs to create images that 

reflect my experiences as a visually impaired artist.  

 

In the medical world, my body is broken and must be fixed. Mainstream culture teaches people 

with disabilities that our success is intrinsically tied to rejecting our bodies. In order to succeed 

we must “overcome” our own bodies. The medical process is one of surrendering control. It 

breaks you down into a summation of parts, fragmenting your body and your identity. Every 

intervention brings new negatives with it, but these are quickly minimized, favored for the 

positives in the quest for a “cure”. Disability positions the body as a passive object, a problem 

that must be solved. Being disabled, being sick, I’ve spent a lot of time in doctor’s offices. I’m 

beginning to collect the ephemera and charts that these visits generate and work with them in my 

art. I’m fascinated how these documents and images are a medical portrait of my disabled body 

that contrasts sharply with the normal, able person that society believes I am.  

 

W.E.B. Dubois wrote of a “double consciousness” when speaking of race. This term can be 

applied to disability as a lens that can be used to examine the double lives that I and many other 

disabled people lead. As a marginalized group, we are imbued with a “second sight” that allows 

us to see ourselves within the socially constructed ideology of the disabled. We see ourselves 



through the eyes of others, and we feel ashamed. This socializing of disability is fascinating to 

me. A Crip Culture has grown from this dichotomy, and actively works to change public 

perceptions and reclaim disabled identities.  

 

The social model of disability sets us up to live within specific parameters. Within the social 

model you need to look disabled. The language of ableism values the able-bodied over the 

disabled, and values the visible disability over the invisible. Many people feel that the phrase 

“disabled people” takes the power from the individual and gives it to the construct, but I prefer to 

use identity-first language for myself (disabled person) rather than person-first (person with 

disabilities), because disability is an inseparable part of my identity. In a related vein, I never 

refer to myself as differently “abled”. I do not see my pain, possibilities of blindness, and the 

high likelihood of my aorta rupturing as being positives. To imply that these things are merely 

differences in ability is a deliberate dismissal of my experience.  

 

I do not look “disabled”. At this moment the only visible signifier of my disability is a pair of 

bifocal glasses. Eyeglasses also happen to be the only form of adaptive technology that has ever 

been “normalized” into mainstream fashion and culture. This normalization then continues to 

render my disability as invisible.  I live my life under the pretense of being able bodied.  It’s all 

an illusion, one that is created by an ableist model of that requires a normative body in order to 

succeed. I grew up socially conditioned to see my own body as failing. Invisible illnesses bring 

their own sets of stigmas and complications, within able-bodied and disabled communities alike.  

You learn how to adapt and how to pretend, because living as “able” is easier than constantly 

fighting against social constructs.  



 

I have no interest in the common narratives of disability in art. The stories of overcoming, the 

tortured artists isolated by their illnesses. The story that I want to tell is my own, one of 

reckoning with mortality. I approach my work with a sense of morbid optimism. Life is short, 

make art about the things that you care about.  

I feel that my role as a disabled artist and writer is to bridge the divide between the private 

disabled spaces that I inhabit and the public spaces that I share with other people. As an artist I 

do this by creating documentation of these private moments, forging insight, a visual guide to 

navigating my experience. My practice is always, foremost, about creating the work that I need. 

Some days it is a need for expression, a visual answer to a question that has worked its way into 

my private life and desperately seeks a formal solution. Other days my work is a form of therapy, 

the act of photographing allowing me to work out my own questions. Much of this work will 

never see the light of day, and that is okay. My work has never been about production, just 

processing. My photographs are, for me, a method of self-forgiveness. 

As a photographer I am immersed in the visible. As an invisibly disabled artist I am constantly 

searching for the edges of that vision. Frida Kahlo painted her pain, depicting her spine as a 

shattered Ionic column, ripping her heart from her own chest for all to see. Bound to the existing 

visible world, I work in a quieter manner. I cannot rip out my own heart, so I use medical 

imaging – x-rays, MRI’s, sonograms. EKG’s. These images are a new kind of self-portrait. One 

without the sentimentality of a photographer and editor. One where I literally lay myself bare. I 

am exploring the fragility and power of the human body. 

 



I am fascinated by the idea that the disabled body is somehow incomplete, somehow less than 

human. I like that tearing my printed photographs instantly connotes a traumatic experience; 

jagged white lines against dark paper. I began doing this in my studio out of frustration. I 

desperately sought perfection and I tore the work that did not meet my own high standards. It 

was only when I saw the torn pieces on my floor that I began to understand the power that they 

hold. In one finished piece, my own naked body mimics the twisted torso of the Venus de Milo. 

The print has been torn diagonally from left thigh to right ribcage, acknowledging the interior 

break and the history of disability in my work.  The Venus is often praised for being the 

“epitome of graceful female beauty.” There is no question of whether her missing arms make her 

any complete.  

 

I am interested in the materiality of photographs. The files, the raw material, offer endless 

potential for manipulation. As with the torn prints, I also work with transforming the image 

through different media. I print the photographs on plastic and fabric, I hide them from view 

behind translucent curtains, I project them through space. I take the digital negatives and make 

cyanotypes from them, letting the material dictate the final product. Sally Mann lets the 

chemicals on her wet-plate collodion negatives infiltrate her images, and I do the same with my 

cyanotypes. I destroy things and I let nature do the same.  

  

This summer I created a durational work of art in the forest surrounding my childhood home in 

South Strafford, Vermont. At the beginning of summer, I placed seventeen black and white 

fabric prints of my body in the forest, and watched over the next few months as they slowly 

disintegrated. I feel most comfortable in this place: barefoot, muddy, scratched and raw. I know 



the way that the rocks shift beneath my weight, the strength of the tree roots I use to climb. I 

know which plants are poisonous and under what conditions. I know the feeling of the air before 

a storm. Being disabled usually negatively affects the way that I negotiate space, but in this place 

where I first learned how to walk and how to see, my body is perfect. As the summer ended, I 

retrieved my photographs from the trees and streams where they had become imbedded. I had 

watched them as they changed from pristine blacks and whites to faded browns and greys. Edges 

frayed and coated in pine sap, the work finally felt whole.  

 

To me these works are about the restoration of body and place. My body can never be restored, 

only conserved. To quote Eli Clare: “[Cure] grounds itself in an original state of being, relying 

on the belief that what existed before is superior to what exists currently…but for some of us, 

even if we accept disability as damage to individual body-minds, these tenets quickly become 

tangled, because an original non-disabled state of being doesn’t exist.” These photographs 

represent more than their physical forms. They are wind-battered and torn, but they are still me.  

 

My work is about existing in the body that I have, in the life that I am living. It is about 

inhabiting spaces, perceiving surroundings, and above all, my work is about surviving.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


